I wanted Online Career Counselling. In today's internet-driven world, there are lots of career counselling websites, but I believe if we select anyone without appropriate research, the entire process and effort would go in vain. I spent a major chunk of my time to make sure I select the right agency for my career counselling. Ultimately, I shortlisted these 4: 1. Mindler. Career Counseling over the Internet.

This is one of the first books on the subject of counseling clients via e-mail. The author has taken the area of counseling practice and systematically reviewed relevant counseling theory, counseling ethics, and counseling skills in relation to Web counseling. The objective is to provide a practical guide to the online career counseling process. This page intentionally left blank.

Career Counseling over the Internet: An Emerging Model for Trusting and Responding to Online Clients. The book is primarily aimed at career counseling professionals, those practicing in academic and business settings, particularly those interested in the theory and practice of online career services. In academic settings offering graduate classes in career counseling, this volume could serve as a secondary text. Several companies currently provide clients with access to counselors through online chatrooms, messaging forums, and video and phone sessions for a monthly subscription fee. Frequently, these companies will advertise a service that provides unlimited access to a counselor for one low monthly charge. I quickly responded to these inquiries and somewhat enjoyed the guided exploration of my values and skills in counseling. I shouldn't have been surprised when the company contacted me with the final step of its process: an interview. As a professor, I have received several rounds of applause over the course of my career for being a faculty member who immediately answers student emails.